TC Trivia

Across
8. UNI colors are ____ and gold.
9. UNI is located in ____ Falls, Iowa.
10. Annual tradition that happens in October.
12. Students go to the Rod ____ to study.
14. TK stands for The ____.
15. UNI has had ____ different names over the years.

Down
1. TC and TK are this kind of animal.
2. Students come to UNI to earn a ____.
3. The UNI____ is where football is played on campus.
4. Students pay ____ to attend UNI.
5. UNI was once known as Iowa State ____ College.
6. TK is TC’s little ____.
7. Students fill out an ____ to get admitted to UNI.
11. The Campanile is the big ____ tower in the middle of campus.
13. Students buy their ____ for classes at University Book and Supply.